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Abstract
In an age of digital data analysis, gaining access to data from the pre-digital era – or any data that is only
available as a figure on a page – remains a problem and an under-utilized scientific resource. Whilst
there are numerous programs available that allow the digitization of scientific data in a simple x-y graph
format, we know of no semi-automated program that can deal with data plotted with multiple horizontal
axes that share the same vertical axis, such as pollen diagrams and other stratigraphic figures that are
common in the Earth sciences. STRADITIZE (Stratigraphic Diagram Digitizer) is a new open-source
program that allows stratigraphic figures to be digitized in a single semi-automated operation. It is
designed to detect multiple plots of variables analyzed along the same vertical axis, whether this is a
sediment core or any similar depth/time series.
The program is written in python and supports mixtures of many different diagram types, such as bar
plots, line plots, as well as shaded, stacked, and filled area plots. The package provides an extensively
documented graphical user interface for a point-and-click handling of the semi-automatic process, but
can also be scripted or used from the command line. Other features of STRADITIZE include text
recognition to interpret the names of the different plotted variables, the automatic and semi-automatic
recognition of picture artifacts, as well an automatic measurement finder to exactly reproduce the data
that has been used to create the diagram. Evaluation of the program has been undertaken comparing
the digitization of published figures with the original digital data. This generally shows very good results,
although this is inevitably reliant on the quality and resolution of the original figure.
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Motivation
http://www.neotomadb.org, http://www.europeanpollendatabase.net
Large-scale climate
reconstructions
Global Pollen databases make
large scale climate
reconstructions possible
But they lack of old publications
from the 20th century whose
data has never been published
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Idea behind straditize
Use unpublished datasets, digitized from the published pollen diagram to
fill the gaps.
Pollen Diagrams:
One column per
pollen taxa
All share one
axis, e.g. time or
depth
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Challenges
different kinds of pollen
diagrams (bar plots, area plots,
line plots, mixed plots, . . . )
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bad quality of (old) diagrams
many unimportant features,
such as exaggerations, letters,
horizontal lines, etc.
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Installation
The package is written in Python and hosted on Github:
https://github.com/Chilipp/straditize
and can be installed
1 from source: 
git clone https :// github.com/Chilipp/straditize.git
cd straditize
python setup.py install 
2 using pip (https://pypi.org/) 
pip install straditize 
3 or using anaconda (https://anaconda.org/chilipp) 
conda install -c chilipp straditize 
More installation methods will be provided soon.
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Dependencies
The python package depends on different libraries
numpy and scipy: numeric python libraries (Jones et al., 2001)
matplotlib: python visualization package (Hunter, 2007)
psyplot: interactive visualization framework (Sommer, 2017a)
scikit-image: image processing package for python (van der Walt et al.,
2014)
Pillow: The image handling library (Clark et al., 2016)
The graphical user interface is based on the psyplot-gui package
(Sommer, 2017b) which is programmed using the Qt bindings of PyQt
(Summerfield, 2007).
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Demo
1 Load the picture. +
2 Select the diagram part. +
3 Convert to binary image. +
4 Automatically separate the columns. +
5 Automatically digitize the full data. +
6 Edit the measurements. +
 < 1/6 > 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Supported picture types
Straditize uses Pillow (Clark et al., 2016) to read and write images.
Internally these images are then converted to an RGBA mode.
Therefore all common image formats are supported, such as PNG,
JPEG, TIFF, etc.
Back to demo
⇐Demo The diagram part⇒
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The diagram part
 < 1/3 >  Back to demo
The diagram part is the
area where the data is
shown without the axes
and is selected by the
user (red rectangle)
It is converted to a
binary image where
everything black
represents data
Based on this data, the
column starts are
estimated
(automatically)
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Digitization
Back to demo
After having removed all
features that do not
represent data, the data is
digitized based on the
diagram type
area/
line
take the last non-
data point +
bars find distinct bars and
manually split over-
lapping bars +
stacked
area
manually select the
features for each
column +
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Digitization of an area or line plot diagram
This class of stratigraphic diagrams is the most popular within the pollen
diagrams.
For the digitization, we use the distance of the most right data pixel to
the column start. Back to digitization
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Digitization of a bar diagram
⇒
⇒
⇒
Bars are distinguished
automatically based on
white space between the
data and/or a drastic
increase
If the difference between
overlapping bars is low,
they are identified
automatically and can
easily be splitted
manually
< 1/2 > Back to digitization
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Digitization of a bar diagram
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white space between the
data and/or a drastic
increase
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overlapping bars is low,
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Digitization of a stacked diagram
⇒
⇒
⇒
⇒
⇒
For digitizing a stacked area diagram, the user has to manually
distinguish the columns. They can be selected by colors, patterns,
connectivity or manually using a rectangle or polygon selector.
Back to digitization
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Finding of measurements
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1 For each column (taxa) find the regions of potential extrema
(minimum or maximum, grey + signs)
2 Find the overlaps within the columns to estimate the exact position
of the measurements
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